
 
 

 

Creative Maintenance Team Member: 
 

We are an award-winning specialist nursery near Pulborough in West Sussex with a 

reputation for designing and planting exceptional gardens. With a prodigious collection of 

Japanese and European topiary, exotic and tropical specimens, screening plants and 

rarities, our mission to exceed our clients’ expectations with exciting, bold and innovative 

work is a prerequisite. The highest standard of construction, presentation and service is 

guaranteed by our dedicated and plant obsessed team of horticulturalists.   

 

We are looking to expand our Creative Maintenance Team. You could join our experts, 

clipping, shaping and maintaining the world’s most exciting plants for our breath-taking 

garden design and planting projects. You will leave every garden refined and primed to 

perfection producing beautifully sculpted topiary, well-groomed structural exotics and 

specialist Japanese Niwaki cloud-pruned forms. The challenge is to work with incredible 

efficiency, skill and competence, whilst learning from the best and pushing yourself and 

the team even further. Experience in this area would be highly desirable.  

 

Working alongside the Planting Team in our clients’ gardens throughout the year 

requires grit, stamina and an unrelenting passion. You will need to be adaptable and move 

from clipping to planting when required. You will be representing the company, which 

requires a truly professional level of application, conduct and customer service at all 

times. If you are looking for total job satisfaction and believe you can impress our clients 

and help deliver their dreams - then apply here. 

 

Expected Start Date: 15/03/2021 

Job Types: Full-time, Permanent 

Salary: From £17,000.00 

Licence/certification: Driving Licence required 

Work remotely: No 

 

Application Process: 
 

In the first instance, please apply via Indeed, linked here: https://indeedhi.re/3ki6KrG 

 

The application process will then involve a short telephone interview followed by a 

formal, in person interview with the Managing Director and his team.  



 
 

The next step would be to invite you to a trial day at the nursery and on site, where your 

knowledge, technical abilities and suitability for the role will be tested in a practical 

setting. 

 
 


